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We provide specialist, multi-disciplinary Civil and Structural Engineering consultancy services to 
clients across the UK. 

Our engineers have been providing technical guidance and management support for projects large 
and small since  the 1990s, including: 

 • Complex 3D and 2D analysis of existing and proposed structures
 • Multi-storey steel and timber framed buildings 
 • Residential, commercial and industrial developments
 • Extensions
 • New dwellings
 • Refurbishment alterations
 • Structural surveys and reports

We promote a culture of creative thinking, while working with both traditional materials, like steel 
and timber, and those lesser known, such as steel composite and plywood.

Over the years, we’ve managed to thrive in challenging times, grow year-on-year, see a number of 
exciting projects realised and build strong, long-lasting relationships with the architects, developers, 
local authorities, and contractors we work with. All of this has allowed us to flourish in to the respected 
practice we are today. 

As part of our sustainability approach; our engineers aim to find solutions that can either utilise 
existing materials for refurbishment projects or require the use of minimum materials for new 
structures. The approach taken here requires a comprehensive understanding of engineering and 
critical thinking at the early phase of the project, however this method ensures that a significant 
amount of time can be saved for the client during the construction phase of the project.
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BARONS 
COURT

Rees + Lee Architects had successfully obtained 

planning approval f rom Hammersmith & Fulham 

Council for this intricate basement extension 

and internal layour restructuring scheme in the 

Barons Court conservation area. The unique 

project proposed a zinc clad box below a new 

roof terrace requiring a box f rame design. 
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As part of every project, we 

provide a thorough structural 

package along with the plan 

drawings. Above is an example 

detail of a steel post and beam 

connection design. We include 

information such as the type, 

tolerance and number of 

bolts to be used along with 

implementation instructions 

to ensure the contractor can 

progress correctly with the 

project.



The project also included new foundations, underpinning of garden walls and staircase. Prior 

to providing a f inal structural package, we visited the site to inspect the existing structure 

and discuss our ideas with the architect and the client. Following the site visit, a schematic 

structural design was provided, and once conf irmed, the f inal full package was released.
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85 CARLTON ROAD
Based in South West London, this property required 

a new rear extension and internal refurbishment. 

The project architect and management were led 

successfully by REES Architects. 
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The unique rear extension design included lateral stabilisation of the walls and support of the structure above, utilising 

a (UC beam) steel support.. This project also included new special foundations for the sunken seating area which 

required a new retaining wall and bar bending schedule.
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GLOUCESTER 
GARDENS

Situated in a stucco-fronted period building in Bayswater, 

this elegant apartment required a full internal refurbishment. 

The project involved a thorough structural inspection and 

survey report. The development was managed by Dominic 

Payte to create an exceptional finish featuring floor-to 

ceiling sash windows, blonde parquet floors and traditional 

cornice detailing.



ONGAR

The project, located in Ongar Town Centre, involved the 

construction of a new build two storey house including part 

basement. The ongoing project will include full schematic 

layouts and a complete package for both construction 

purposes and approval by the local building authority.
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The site is at the Northern end of the high street, 

set back from the main road located between 

Ashton House (a grade II listed building) and a 

two storey brick built commercial office building

The proposal located 150 yards from Cripsey Brook, seeks to provide a residential development, offering exceptional design 

to respond to the established local environment and adjacent listed building. The design includes a projection of the first 

floor façade. The three storey nature of the building required careful detailing because of the different materials incorporated 

into the design, especially the wall panel junctions of the timber frame at first floor level, to guard against the impact of 

timber shrinkage. The roof structure to be vaulted in several locations also required a very bespoke design and detailing. 



WATFORD
STADIUM
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The stadium corner extension includes many 

new amenities for Watford FC, the new 

extension will hold a gym for the players which 

will allow them better on site training, larger 

and better and equipped players changing 

rooms. The upper side of the new design 

incorporates a VIP seating area overlooking the 

pitch, with private balconies and a new studio 

a, restaurant facilities, viewing balconies, 

redesigned merchandise show and entrance. 
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To make the development as time and cost efficient as possible, the design team has utilised the existing topography 

and some of the original access infrastructure to deliver the new stand.  



BURROWS
COURT
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The building was constructed using the 

Wimpey ‘No fines’ system, which does 

not provide adequate levels of thermal 

insulation. A new external insulated render 

system and efficient replacement windows 

were proposed to address this issue, whilst 

simultaneously providing a more attractive 

external appearance. Amongst other 

facilities, the project introduced a concierge 

unit to oversee an extended ground floor 

lobby. Amatrix was employed by James Cubitt 

Partners to act as the structural engineers 

on this project, providing concrete detailing 

design and ongoing structural inspections.

The 20-storey landmark ex-local authority 

Burrows Court tower block site lies in Sneinton, 

a mile to the east of Nottingham City Centre.

Containing 130 flats (54 one bedroom and 

76 two bedroom) the block needed full 

refurbishment and upgrade to create new social 

housing and to allow the site to comply with 

contemporary energy and living standards.



BLACKHEATH

Based in South East London’s Blackheath 

conservation area, this property required a new 

rear extension and full internal refurbishment. 

Rees Architects provided the management and 

architecture for the project, which involved detailed 

structural analysis incorporating a steel support 

to minimise and limit deflection on the existing 

superstructure. 
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RIBA RESIDENTIAL 2018
This residential extension and refurbishment project 
was recently featured in the RIBA Residential 2018, 
Directory of Chartered Practices. 



BOND 
STREET

This bespoke design was commissioned as part of the new 

exhibition at the New Bond Street Halcyon Gallery. We were involved 

in creating the structural support for the beautiful Persian Pergola 

ceiling as part of the Chihuly Now exhibition, led by master artist 

Dale Chihuly. The bespoke structural design to support the ceiling 

was required to create maximum space and ensure the safety of 

visitors while they walk beneath the ceiling orwhen they stop to 

take photos of the immersive canopy of colour, form and light.  
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WARRINGTON 
CRESCENT

Based in Maida Vale this project involved reconfiguring 

a top floor flat within a six storey grade II listed building. 

The redevelopment included a mezzanine, forming 

a new opening in the mansard roof and demolishing 

walls below the mezzanine level to create an open 

living space. Structural elements introduced into the 

project consisted mainly of timber design to minimise 

associated costs for the client. The project architecture 

and management were successfully led by XAMI 

Architects. 
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FIVE MILES

A 3,000ft2 carpet warehouse was transformed into a 500-capacity club 

space and bar. The concept focused on providing the area with the best 

possible acoustics. 

The main area of the club was designed as a standalone structure in 

an internal space, so the entire floor was lifted from the ground and 

dampeners were used to distance it f rom the floor below. This meant 

that none of the structure was allowed to rely on the external walls, 

which meant very little outside noise came in and less noise escaped, 

providing the perfect environment for recording studios and the club. 



This property required a full internal refurbishment. The original condition was poor with numerous 
structural issues, including sloping floors and f ragile timber supports. 

We provided a very cost-ef fective timber design solution to remedy the problems and allow for openings 
within load bearing walls to create an open plan living space. The architecture and project management 
were successfully led by REES Architects. 
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VICTORIA 
PARK
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Quality Work
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Sketches
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Conceptual Design



Accreditations • Policies • Reviews 

We are committed to transparency 

and nurturing long term partnerships 

with our clients. We also provide 

learning opportunities to students 

entering the profession as part of 

our corporate social responsibility. 

Riba residential 18 magazine 

featured our Blackheath 

refurbishment and extension 

project

Featured on Channel Four George 

Clarke’s Old House, New Home

Awarded with a certif icate of 

excellence from Bark

We could keep telling you how good we are, but our clients can put it much better.

Honorable 
Mentions
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